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... ,, ., variabl~s, ,t the ·others must, be ·he·ia. .. -cons.ta.nt. -· To this end-s·· nomi.nal .. 
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. ' fine-grained · (~1. Oµm} ~ ·'. es;sentiaJ.lY, theq~et.ically ·:a.en·s e ~eratniq. ·· 
,..,. . _. Q 
·These ceramj c samples. were isothe·rmally· heat9'.'treated .:~o -dpt~in.~ · · ---- . . -




·s_J;>.ecimens wi·th .controlled: m:i.cr6stra.ct11:r:-al- va.riatiorr, i.;n ord.er to: 
, . 
. , ~ 
~tµ~y the: .-grain g:r-owth .. kinetics t;tnd_. t:he· ,effect·s, of gr-a·in s·iz:e. :on· . 
,:: . . . ... 
.. -. 
: ·the ·e·ie·ctr:ic·aJ_ and elect:romech~:Loal pr.:opertie.§··· :R,:e;su.lts of' this . 
. · ~ .. 
• ••• 
·$.·tudy· have '.be.~.Il r~port:ed I 6] .· · :· ._ 




. . dat.~ ,oye:r· ·.a. :ra.nge qf t~peratures' .and g:r-ain· so_i,zes. ,· and. thµ~ gain 
•, T:he- di-ppl~. reversi"bility d·is:p1ayed. :(:g th~ ,f·erroelec.tr-i·c: 
: I " 
: h.y~.teresis:: is Gen,tral to. t·he defini.tion· of fer.~o:elec:tricit·y ['7 J .• · 
-
-Param.e·t e·ts measure(! f-rom su¢h .loops . '.~n,qlude: tp.e z.ero field' 
.. 
remane·1:rt: polari-z·at.:it)n, Pr; the zero. di·s:plac~ent· . co.ercive f'i.eid, . r··•·• 
-
E·c; t-he _;_ spon~aneous polarization·,. PS; ··anq. __ a -~:a.r:ameter ·',4~fin·eq l~t·er·' 
ill the text, the~ relaxed !'em.anent polar:tz·l:l.tion, PT(t}. In order to 
. . 
. , ~- . 
..... -··· 
- - . -
. I . -
-
- ' 




c·irc.uit. ;r.e,p·o.rte·d eJ_sewhere [8]. · In ·addit·ion, measurem~;trt~ of the. 0• . 
~ .. ' . 
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. 
·r't.~lij~ive .dielectric constant and the di-ssipa.ti_oi:i ·fac.tor.· wer~: 
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·-·-.-
·-modi:fi·.ed com.:posj.~t.ionf( whi.c~ have been repo~ted in the literature . 
·;, :[9 ·,< ~-0, 12. ; .3:9:_J •. ' Cert·ain mode:.Ls .posited by other·s have been 
.. :·· 
h~i ·:·be.en dope to· shed= ·light on tl1e complex :interplay· of e-ff'ects 
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. II. EXPERIMENTAL · PROCEDtJnE 
1. Test Set Construc-tion 
.• 
The appara.,tus · for measuring f erroe·lectric hysteresis loops was 
constructed along the lines of one built in the laboratory of Sana.ia 
Corporation :[8]. The basic component is a balancfd;..to-ground D. C. 




. drive the Inaterial under test to saturation, . yet capable .of smootb 
and cont:inuous zero transit during polarity reversal. It was deciied 
" 
. th~t :D-. C·. :Pr very low frequency looping_ should be U:Sed rather than 
the 60. Hz measurement of a Sawyer and Tower Circuit.- [13] for · 
several· reasons • First, a 60 Hz frequency can be · too fast for 
switching in some. samples . If the cycling frequen9y were too :higll~-
the magnitude .of· the remanent polariz~~ion would. appear' smaller, 
-:because some of the domains would not have enough, time to fallow t:he 
field-~ !n addition, in some materials , dielectri-c failure, or at 
l·e.a.st an appreciable amount of dielectric heating, has been observed 
. 
. 
a~ faster cycling_ rates [ 8] . Thus, the safest.,. in terms of sample . . 
. 
·damage, most informative measurement.~appeared to be obtainab·le at 
l... 
"subcycle" looping. 
. The first, most important design requirements on the test set 
• ",J., have already been stated: sufficient voltage tq drive the material 
______ .., _____ ___,,, __ .. __ . ___ ..... __ , ... 
to ~aturation an~ smooth zero cxossing. . Figure 1, a· diagrmn of the 
. - , ... -•-
. circuit ·used'' s.hows how. these requirements were met. ... Two ~ia.s·t·ic - .. , I .,· ·r ' • 
' ' i. .. .. 
'~--·---~--
:- : 1, 
. 
. 




configuratio·ll:· .. The operator-con~rolled two. gang yar:i~~, mod.el_. ,, .. ~--.. 
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W5LG2M, turned one power supply off as it tu,r-ned the other one on • 
The resulting circuit. equation at point A· in-the-diagram is 




was· inser~ed in front of the two-g~ng, because the lower end of the .. : .. 




. mart; precise control of that output was necessary. Using the 
. 
. 
original. circuit a tur.n of the Va.riac control knob of 270° brought 
the output voltage from -50,000 volts to +50-,000 yolirs. Since it 
turned out that an output voltage o.f ±2,000·:volts .gave suffici~nt 
' 
· range for the samples tested, th~ input voltag·e ·was stepped d9~ 
'\ 
. ---- ----- -- --
. from 120 vol ts to -15 vol ts. For even·- greater· control when 
determining the initial polarization curve.s of the thermally depoled 
samples, the input voltage was stepped d~wp. still further, to about 
10 vol ts • · · In · all , the inserti~ of this extra. V ariac gave the unit 
• greater flexibility. , 
' 
The step-down Variac ~sed w~s _J! mod-el W10MT3A. 
,. The circuit diagram. presented in Figure 1 shows a momentary-on ' . . 
switch. This ·was incorporated as a safety feature following a 
. . suggestion in the Sandia pap~r. .Its function was t·o make certain 
that high . voltage could not 'exist across: the sample when the 
operator was away from· the ·controls .. , Its effect was to minjmize 
.. ---
·-, ~· " . d~age to s~ples and equipment . if arci_ng t~ok place because or a 
,~·· brq}ten or improperly mounted sample. In the ·event of. arcing, it 
~.-' - ~ 
.. 
, ..... ' , . · · was sci ef'f'ective that the test· set could. always ,e sh'Ut 
. -"""·~ ....... --·· -· .. -- --·-·--. -- .. -· . ' ' 
. ·; t '. 
down before 
.. 
. .:, :, 
- ~ ' 
- • i f 'l' ,. ' 1 
t·he three-amp. inp~~ · fuse_ had. time. te. blo~., 
' 
,' .... , ' 
·• 
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" FIGURE 1 
CIRCUIT DIAGRAM FOR MEASUREMENT OF 
· FERROELECTRIC HYSTERESIS LOOPS 
. s1: SPST SWITGI 
. .. I 
~: ro'ENTARY ON SWITG-1 
' •' 
Fl: · . 3 PMPERE FUSE 
L1, L2: PILOT I..Nf>S 
. T 1: · S1EP-IXMN VARIAC 
T 2: . 2-GANG VMIAC 
. . . ' , 
T3, T4: RMER SUPPLIES 
. . . . 
, R1, Ri: 20 fVEGfl .RESISTOR STRINGS 
R3: _ 100 ff:GQ RES I smR STRING 
' . ' 
. , , ~ :'_ 100 ·· KQ RESISTOR STRIN; . .. 
\ 
. . 
M1: ELECTIMTER MLIFIER . 
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·. The D.C. output of .the supply was fed into a 1000:1 res~stive ' 
voltage.divider. For the initial design'voltages and the rather in-
. . 
tuitive requirement that current~ qutput to the sample· should ·not . 
exceed O~.;J., ma, a· .. 100 MegQ vs .. 100 Im di~ider was necessary. Since 
nearly· all of· the power output of the power supplies had to be 
-~' . ......... . .... , ...... . 
dissipa.t.ed· .before it reached the 'sample or the ·meas~·ing equipment,. 
. 
. the use of many large, high power dissipation r~-~tf?tore we.s a .; ... . .:- _,.. 
- . - . . .. . - . .. . ,, ·. 
. . . 
:Logical consequence. The precision of thes·e resistors was al~o of· 
:g~.-ea.t importance, because the accuracy _of. the voltage division. 
·dep·end~d o .. n th.ei·r precision, and ~·so: be~ause their series arr:e..nge- _._,;,., 
m.ent. would t·e,nd to accumulate any i,naccuraci.es in individual valtteEt. 
•,e. • 
In ·addition, th~ :strings of' :resi:stors could :not be too long ·in order 
y. 
to minimize .. any stray capac.-i.tance. '.These design requirements were 
finally met by resistors ·purchased from American Components 
Incorporated. The resistors were supplied in values of 1.0 and- 5.0 
MegS1.; and were :capable of dissipating 2 watts of .power each.· The · 
resistors were mounted in strings of twenty on·three poly methyl 
I 
methacrylate (PMMA) breadboards; two string§J of 20 MegQ each were 
-used as the shorti?lg resistors for the pow~r · supplies , and the third 
stringr of 100 Megn, was used .for the voltage aivider. The ·bread-
boards were inserted i~to the PMMA tank .·.and submerged in Shell 
Di ala-AX transf armer oil. ·The PMMA and the transf armer ·oil were ·used 
. . 





.~upplies · th~s.el ves were f.mrnersed i.:g: tra.r1sformer .oil, :_aga:rrt; .. ··to . · . ; ,, 
. . ' I 
miinimize contact noise. . . . . -~· ·,.~.,,. 
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The res.istors .-used· -on~ the .. l;l,readboards' were' selected from the ·~· . ' - ,: ' ·· .. : . . . __ ~ ~ . ...._ __ _ ,·· 
•.. . . '' 
shipment received, and were in.dividually tested· tQ .assur~ the pre-
cisiozi' of the voi tage divider. .Indi yidua.lly ~.·the resistors· were 
somewhat better than t.he- 0. 5%,., specified; and, by· car:eful .selection, 
________ .......... ·--
. ' 
accuracy of the voltage. di ~ider . to Et.pout the same figure is: b·eliev~d 
,~ 
to have been ·achieved • 
, . 
. Power was ca.rri~d_. f:ro;rp. P-Oint_A of. the ci-rcui t t·o- th_e· $$11p:le:- ----··- --· ·. ,. - . -- --- -~ 
via RG-8U coaxial cable. ·The sample holders used were> of· two 
' designs. F'trst, for room temperature measurements, a sampl·e holder 
•fo·~, r.Ir of PMMA was ll.sed. This was used immersed in T~ F. Freon. The 
, 
ability tq_s~e through the transparen~ PMMA greatly eased tb.e taf!k 
o.f mount,ing: the samples on the· holder. The second, made of· .metal 
·a.no. :Yespar, w~s used f'or th.~ me·asurements made at high. ·temperature 
-under o,il. 
The sample in ,it.s- holder was connected in -s~ri·e:s to :an-
·, 
integrati_ng capac'i tor of known value, usually about 5. 2µf in ... ,J .<·\{ 
.c .. 
• j' 
~. order to achieve capacitive··voltage division of 1000·:1. The low 
side-~ of the integrating capacitor was ground. Voltage across the 
integrating capacitor was fed into a Keithl~y model· 610c ·el,ectro-
meter amplifier. The output of the electrometer was ~sed to drive , , 
the y-axis of the Hewlett-Packard model 136AR x-y1 ,~y2 recorder. The 




. pedance of the x-y recorder, about 1. 0 MegS'l, · was sufficiently low . _ 
-
' ' • I. • , I 
. 
. .. ' . ' ; .. ,, . ,'.'.,' ' ', ' . 
- :-- t~-tlle RC tillle consiant of the reco;rder input illlp~dance and. the .. ·.···• • I 
• ' 
' 
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beeri directly coupled. The-- Keithley elec.trometer, with its input 
impedance on.the volts setting equal to 1.014n, provided the 
'' necessari signal stability. i .... However , the :high i_nput impedance of 
.• 
; 
the electrometer. also made the measurements more sensitive t noise. 
··,: "i-
- ,11 ' 
I . 
..... ~· 
, A l<eithley-supplied coaxial cable, with· graphite depoSited befween , . 
I 





.of the ~-y recorder was driven by .. the voltage across the 100 ~-
resistor in the voltage divider~ Thus, t.he signal displayed on tn~ 
x-axis of· th·e recorder is proportional 'to· tll~ voltage imposed on t·he· - . . 
. . 






=- ·'- · ~, be shown, is proportionaJ. to tl),e charge on the sample. 
;,,-~ 
.•, 
After the- :coti;struct_ion of the test· set was completed, prove-in 
and calibration procedur.es were car:rie:d. out according to suggestion$ 
in t:he Sandia memo. First of all, a l·fnea.rity check was carri_ed 
. . -out on the power supply. · .Thi·.S was 'acGomplished by connecting 
-a.t1other· voltage divider from poipt: A. on t·.he circuit to ground. 
A.gain, the vol~age ratio w.as· 1000:1., or 100 MegQ to 100 Im. The 
maximum voltage ever imposed .on· a sample in this study was· 2,500 .. .•. . 
. 
volts. Ho~eiter 'during testing~ over a~e of ± 3,000 volts, --
:measured with . the x,,;.y .. recorder; the power supply showed no detectable 
non-linear.ity in the trace of voltage from point A to ground versus ... 
.,. .... 
volt~e from point B to ground. Power sU.pply P~rformahce _in this 
J range ·. i~ illus~ra~ed . iI:t .. Figure .?:.~ Note· ~~~t zero c:ros~tn.g is·. smo9:t~ 
'·, 
· and_ ~ontinuous. -The power supply was later taken tq 1000 volts on. ,. . 
. .. 
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thi~ curve,· ind :held there for .;15 minutes, during~·w:hich time· it .• . 0 ',, •., .... . . 
-· , .. > 
., 
. :.,,- -
showed no detectable drift· de,riatipn, although occasi·onal noise ; .. 
from n·earby unshielded equip~ent_ was picked u..~, _Again_, the x-y 
recorq.er· was tl).e measuring device used for this test·. If any 
.non-linearity.,. or· any drift 'present. in the power· supply. was. too ,.._1 
. ~.; 
small to be observable in the recorder ·trace, it was felt· that it: 
would not·be detectable in the experimental results. 
' . • t·-... F1g~z·e- 3 sho:ws a plot of applied- voltage (a.) and s8mple 
' 
response (b) versus· time. These tr--a.ces were made on a typical 
7/65/35 PLZT.sample, and they r~veaJ._ a weakness in the power supply. 
... There .is an inflection in the applied voltage corres:ponding to the 
' 
coe·rcive potential o·n the sample. Tl1i_s inflection results from a 
current surge ···as the sample svi tches , .... -a.nd ·is: a common weakness in 
• 
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TRACES OF APPLIED VOLTAGE ~VA) AND SAMPLE 
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RESP·ONSE (P) VERSUS TIME 
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·~-- The samples used· for this study were electroded discs cut from. 
p~essur·e.:..sintered slugs of theoretically .. dense [6 l PLZT 1:11-aterial qf 
. . 
composition [Pb0 _93La0. 07 (zr .. 65 ,Ti •3_5J .982503~. The samples were 
. 
,· 
prepared by R. A.· Langman. The complete preparation process, from 
oxide-mixing through pres.sure-sintering and isothernal heat treat- · · .. 
. ment, and a detailed discussion ·of the procedure·s ,used may be. found 
in his thesis [6]· •.. However, certain :espec:ia.11y p·e.rtinent facts . 
.. -
- ' -· .: 
~about- ~lleir preparation will be: mentioned t:o save the :reader t:he·: ·t.im.e· 
• 
of: consulting this .reference. .. 
·11..:-
Briefly, the powder preparat·i.on 1t·echI1~,que: wa.s· es:sentially that 
.ot Haertling [14]. Dry oxides of !'bO; Wi()2 , and zr2o3were used, 
-,--, with ... La .. o. which was heat-treated t.o.: c;·ot.npletely remove moisture, .· .... · ... -2·· 3 
.t··hen all. oxides were weighed to ·the near.est 0.1 gram~ The oxides 
.. 
ve:r.e b:all .milled~ and Gt:t.lcin,ed f.pr :rt hour at 90,0°C. This ,reacted 
. material w:as then ball :<milled and heat-treat·ed .. for 30 minutes at· 
• 
~roo0c . to dry . it. The· dry pressed slags wer.e vacuum hot pressed.<_. 
. . 
' - . 
·,' ··~ 
,. 
in an. 80% He-20% ~2 .g!l,s. mixture at 1075°c, at a pressure of 6000 
.p. s •:i:. for the 16 ho11r s:intering t-ime. Densities of the pressure 
·sintered slugs ·were measured by an Archimedes· liquid-displacement .,.. 
technique. The slugs were later machined to O. 500" diameter and t .. , ' 
.. 
. . sliced into discs· 0.030±.002" thfck. Two discs from each slug 
' . 





-1 into Pt tubes which were selµed at 9ne. end. . .A two-pµas.e mixt~e _of·. _ ·-. .-...... ···-· ··-··-~·· .......... - - ...... ,., .. · . .. .. : .. ·... ·. ··:-··"· . . -. ... . . -- .. : .. '. . - -......... ,,-- ......... I .. ~ ..... ,,::· . ·. ·. . .. ... .. . . ...,- .. _ .... .. . , 
>90 wt.%' PbZro3 - 10 wt.% Zro2 · was added to .each. tub~ to provide a ~ 
.. 
,· ~ ' 
i::'' 
• ' • I 
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constant .activity PbO atmosphere. Thus grain' sizes woul~ di-ffer 
with beat-treatment time and temperature, but stoichiometry within 
a temperatU:I9e _-seri'es should be· preserved. The tubes were welded 
shut and heat-treated at the temperatures of tp.terest for the .............. .> 
I 
• ·\ 
• desired soak period. The. tubes were removed while the furnace· 
was. at. temperature and placed jmmediately in another furna?ce pre-
I , 
. heated ~o 6oo0 c, arid allowed'tb'cool with the furnace. The .discs· 
were later e'lectroded by. evaporating· Ti and then A,u ontt> t-heir major 
surfaces. Other samples included ·in the ·tube.e. ·:wer·e·. ·:us.eel for grain 
.,, size det.erminations at the. var.iotis time·s and tempera.t-µres. · Grain 
sizes were deterDµ.ned from electron ~icros.cope. ~llotomicrographs by· 
. ... 
_Hi11ar.d.1 s [15] linear intercept method\ .. t· 
. 5U ·, ·· .Meas.~en>;ents of grain diameter, perc·ept· weight change, K1., D. F. , 
atid'.kp for these samples 'have b8en previouSiy reported [6]. See the 
:-tabie· in Appendix .I. 
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_·3. ,Test Procedure 
., 
a. Room 'l'emperature: Prior to the fi·:rst .phase. of testing,· th~ 
samples- to °Bes t·ested were thermally depoleq.. ·. ~is was· done to :provide 
a common starting :point. Thermal depoling ·was accomplished by heating 
.. the. samples in a furria._ce in air at a rate of 2°c per, minute to a 
. tempe~ature· ·or ··160°c·, holding for five ·minutes,· then allowing the 
I • 
samples. to furn.ace cool. Minimum breakage of the samples was experi-
~ .. 
-~n.oed using this proced:ure. The samples were tested- at least 24 " 
" boll.Ts after thermal.depdling. The time at temperature described 
( 
·. w,;ts :deemed suff'i~ient, because, after r·ecei ving this treatment,. the 
S:am.ples showed hys~eresis loops ·which started at the origin of ..
coordinates. Had time or t.emp¢rature· been $:nsµfficient , the samples 
would have. remained in :sc>me state of -rep.anent. polarization, causing • 
a ·vertical displa.c.ement of· the ,loops ·with :respec'b. to the origin. ' 
. 
_. 
Samples thu:~ treat:·ea were cleaned with T. F. Freon; . blo~ dry W"i~h-
' 
' gaseous freon, then inseJ;t~d in the-P:MMA sample h~lder. ~en,·· 
..... 
sample and. sample holder were imroers~d in T. F. · Freon. The T. F. 
Freon in the bath served to keep the sampl~ clean, to disqourage 
' 
arcing' and to. minimize stray capacitance due. to the lead wires • . r. ... 
Minor loops were then traced by increasing t.he applied. voltage ;. -. ':!• ~ 




z·ero.. Since all of the samples· were 0:. 030± ~ 002" thick, applied . 
' . -
... , ., .. 
• 
,. ' ··~ 
J. 
· . .: 
-~- -~-.. vo·i~_ages ·o:r-·200:, ·3()0, lt~O, ·-,and. -500 v~lts. pr.oduced applied :f"ie:Lds_ '. • 
- • • • " • ~ l. • 
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··;·- .~ ·through at _,le·a.st· t~o cycles t·o. check repeatability. 
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' / a frequency of • 08 Hz· was found. to be reproducable to within about 
• I 
±25%, This frequency-was used for all measurements-, and for .all ' 
. ~ 
values of maximum field applied. The frequency was not chosen so 
. ' I 
much as measured after a comfortable frequency was found. It was 
'. 
low enough so t~at sampl'e breakage was avoided, implyi,ng~:tliat di-
electric heating was minimal, and low enough so that an· apparent 
maximum polarization was reached. S~_ower cycling times ,did ·not alter. 
•· the polari:Z-at·ion. Above all, it .felt .natural enougll tq "b.e comfortable __ 
and r·e·a.sonably reproducible. :+. 
b. - Measurenie~t versus Temperature: ~·Fthis phas~· 1of the 
; ,:' 
,., . 
study, a means of heating the sample and stabilizing~t at· a cer~in 
temperature was required; secondly, a different sample holder, which 
could_: .. ta.ke temperatures up to l 70°C, was nee_ded;_ finally, aa new 
. 
. 
:imme-rs'ion fluid,which could :also be used wit'liout fire or volatiliza-
; 
tfon hazards to such a temperature, had to be found-. The .first1 
requirement was filled by a Haake model FK c<?nst1ant temperature 
f 
circulator' which combined both 0heating and cooling capability. The 
-. . . 
.. i 
·,. 
-..... _,., ~_econd requirement was met by. the *etal and Vespar sample holder . 
.. 
already mentioned. A suitable fluid was found.in "Flourinert" Brand : . 
· FC-48 dielec~ric li'quid, purc~ased from the Minnesota Miriil'lg and 
ManU:fact-µring Company. 
[~~ --- ---·' -- .,..,., ' .. 
---, This liq~id did ;not boil and prevente~ _arcing"_, 
1. 
· at'.,,,~emperatures of.-175°C._ ) ' . -·· --, 
.. 
:, '"""·~~ 
. . The ·proceq.ure was ·to .~lean· th.e. s·ample' in ·~·.F .: ,-.Freo~, blow .. t~> __ -... -.· 
'clry )tit}?. ga.seo~s .. freon, and insert it -in the· sample hoider, · The· 
' · l,t·,_-r"'' 
,, . 
. c...,... 
.,I ., C' • •, 
.- ', , \:.,,1C,'."t~ 1·''J._. · ·. 
,' 0 0 t,s+ • 
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. -·· 1 
..... · · · sample holder was then placed in the oil bath and .taken tt,· .. ·-ine~· 
. ' 
. temperature of interest at approxima~ely 2°c per minute and held for ·" n 
• 
. I . at least ·30 seconds.· The sample was measured .at a maximum field . ' 
,'' 
4'I\ (Eka.x) of 26.24 KV/cm by. loop~ng as described above. Loops traced on 
samples allowed .to equilibrate longer showed no perc;eptible 
. difference, while ·samples equilibrated for l~ss than .. 30 seconds 
I 
·' 
often ·-did not show smooth switching behavior~ Samples were first 
' .... 
. taken from room temperature down to 20°c, and measurements were made 
~ 
. ·, 
at 20°C·· and at increments of 10°C with increasing temperature. .It 
was:. found easier to stabilize the samples on heating· than (?n cooling. 
This may be ascribe.d primarily·. to the operELting .. characteristics of. 
the bath . 
. Samples heat-treat.ed: at 120·0°c were measured versus temperature • 
. ., 
Room temperature variation. ,.was J_arge , however , and when it was • 
found that ni~y of· the loop :parameters had l,arge vai:iations in t~e 
·vicinity of .. ·room ..... temperature, samp'l.ea fr.om phase one of the measure- ·· 
me!).t cycl~ were · rem.ea.sured in the oil bath at 4o0 c; by looping to 
I • This temperature was chos·en as . closest to the ~ E •·26.24 ICV/cm. max 
mean value of room temperature. 
>---------.... 
Finally, as a ~esult of preliminary hysteresis· da~a, ,measure-· 
~· 
' ··--· ----- ....... .- . - - T -
ments of K3 and D.F. we~e made to clarify .some temperat~e ~ffects, . ~ 
-
-detailed in the next ·section. These meas.urements were made wi_t.h a ; . 
. " ... :!& . 




. ,S,. r, l · :.,.. •~ 
.. ' 
·. were made at 1·. 0 KHz • The .sa.mples ·were· fi~s~ po.led ~t 4o?q by 
·,;r, .'• .. ·, '.' .. ,' .. \ '•., . . - •• 
.• . '"'I 
.taking them tw·ice a.round a loop_ with a maximum 'field of· 26.24 ·_K!l/cip.,:· 
• I ." 
.. ' ,-..., ... 
' .-~~· ,· ' .·' ' 
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__ / . 
to give them. all a common .starting point. After at least 24 hours 
had passed, each sample was ~nserted in the constant temperature bath 
and measured in the range from 25°c·to some temperature well above 
the K~ maximum. Values of K~ and D.F. were taken every two degrees -, 
centigrade when property changes we.re small. When the differ enc es 
.. 
. . ... T . ·. 




·one degree centigrade· intervals·. · ·Thu·s: ·the. curves in Figures 21 and 
-· ' 
... 











• ••••• of' 
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the sample was taken up. to .ab.ov.e its Curie point, power to the 
II. 
heating element in the-· .constant tempe:z;aature bath was cut off, and 
the sample was allowed to cool down with the oil. At lE!a.st 24 
pours a.ft~r. the · sample had cooled to room temperature, it was heat~g: 
' 
up a.gain, @d measurements of ~· and D.F. were performed as before. 
Thi:s time·., ·the . samples were, of :course, in the "annealed" qr 
.•:- )· 
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-:4'. Treatment of' E;periinental Data 
The hysteresis loops are displayed in terms of p.olarization 
(P) versus applied field (E).· · E i.s sim1>lY the volt.age ·across the ' 
'· 
sample divided by the sample thickness, which was • 03.0±. 020" for all 
samples. A uniform. field is assumed. The voltage across the sample, 
,_ Vs,. is. cibt:~ined by voltage di vit.ion; it is .1000_ t~es the voltage 
.a.cross the 100 Kn resistor. Since the integrati_ng capacitor is so 
much larger than the sample, its effect,- .i$ neglected .. 
For high dielectric constant ma~etia.1$, the polarization is 
. ·-
... 
;.- t approximately equa1·to the charge ·divided by· the surface area. That. 
is, the displacement, n~P-. For: se:r;-i_es capa·citors , the charges are 
equdv so that 
Q.=Q ' 1 S 
' . 




charge on the sample. Since · 









. to · the ch~ge· on the sample, and thence to the sample polarization. ~ . ~ 
'r_.1 .• ,. 
:, 
All sampi~s had·o.5"-diameter electrodes with insignificant 
variation. . .. ~\ 
-. 
It was noted Eru.Ting experimentation th~t the loop was often 
·d~splaced with respect ~o E •. ·Assynietric loops wi.th: resp.ect .to fi~~~ ··_ 
: .. 
I have often been noted· [:i.6J. . However, th~- _ displacement noted, in thes~ ·. , ,_·a·. - · · 1 • • 
·lioops .was normal~y·.-1e-ss than 2% of full.Scale, )Thic;h means· that ft·· 
.... .. 
_i· • --"· '·. 
' -Ar, 
. -._~., 
. . . 
. . ' . '•'. ·~. • .• ri,."':~·,., 
· - : ·is· w~ll "within the '1imitations or the x~y- record~r; in addition, therei .. ···:>' 
. ·.'..·---· -~----·,-·J··, .. . 
., 
·.' . 
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is a history of this type·. of· small effect when voltage-doubler 
power supplies -are connected in the balanced-to-ground configuration 
used here [17]. Thus it is impossible to say that the effect is 
real, and it is more likely that the displac·ement is a power supply 
,' 
. defect. In any case, values of .. Ec and Pr reported here were measured 
1-, by finding ·the geometric center of the loops and measuring Ec_· .. and Pr 
. 
. 
·from that point. P was measured as the intersection of the polari-s 
. 
zation axis ~th ·a tangent to the loop at saturation field. E 
max 
is the maximum field applied to a sample during a gi ve·n measurement • 
... _ .... 
P · (T) , called the relaxed remanent polarization, is a parameter .r . . .. 
I• 
:which was observed to characterize the decay of the rem.anent 
.. polarization 5 to 10 minµtes after looping. As will be shown, the. 
remanent polarization did show a significant de.cr·.ease with time ·at 
higher temperatures. Since it took between 5 and 10 minutes to 
bring .a sample from one· temperature of interes.t to the. next and. 
stabil-ize it, and £inc~ such a re~axat.iort t:ime v-as not .initially 
expected, the amount of poJ.a:rization rel~ation given by Pr (r) is 
~xa.ct, but the relaxation time and.temperature are not. 
measured as the distance between the E?-tarting point of · the loop· and 
·the geometri;c center of the- 1·oop. Thus , f'or a_ thermally. depoled _ .. 
.. 
sam~le, Pr ( r) equals zero. Conversely, when Pr (-r) equals. ze·:ro, -_ . 
./ 
the sample is thEirm_a1i.y depol~d •.. , 
• I .. 
.,. 
_ IJ_, • • ,-
/ Samples .measured were ·isothermally heat-tr.eated for various ''•( 
. 
. 
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is a possible ·difference in stoichiometry between as-pressed and 
. ' 
heat-treated samples, and between samples heat-treated in-different 
. temperature ~eries. However, the stoichiometry of samples withtn a 
series should be the same [6, 21]. Thus, the samples will be referred 
t .. o by -grain size and temperatur:e of .isothermal· heat-treatment. • 
··--
1'.6µm/1200° will then refer to a. Sattlple isothermally heat-treated 
at 1200° for 180 minutes to producfe, a grain diameter of 1. 6µm • 
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III • PRESENTATION OF RESULTS 
·.1.~ :Ro?m. Temp~rature Measurements 
Samples of various grain sizes·were 
them at 2°C/~nute to 160°c ~ holding for 5 minutes at temperature, then 
allowin·g: 'them to furnace cool~ .An. attefupt to establish poli.ng condi-· 
· t!.ons·: was .made by progressively applying small values of field up to 
-- -~ -.• ' . 
6:.·5 ·KY/cm :t-.o these sample's, then turnf:ng the field down. Thus·, all 
·samp·· •· ·.1.e. s.·: w.· .. er ...•• e, t .. hen.·.: taken throu_g··'h.····· cfom-n_··. le ... ·te .loo.ps· at E .· =6.:.5··. · KJ./·:·cm:. 
'"""..t' ·· ·· · · · · · .. ··· max · ·· ' 
Figure . :?· shows. pr· . vs./ E. . . . for samples of various grain size.s. For ;; 
···· ··.· max 
a ... i~rg~r gr~-~:~-~;si.ze, Pr ri.ses ·.more .. •st·ee.J?·ly ~n·d: flattens .. more•· quickly 
witl1 ·re~pe~y..,; .. ~o·· Emax. · Ee can bA.lY ·be rne~~ured for· a c:o~~¢~-~ loop. 
::Sin.ce · ·,:comp·~ · lete loops were :.not: .usually·· · trac.e·d. ·ror values of, E < 
· . . · · · ·· ·· · --max 
'·.· . 6\ 5· ... .·:6· ·K!I/ .. cm ..·, va.l .. · .... ues. o.f· .E \:.f0r-~:lewer value·s o.f E' .. :. were not recorded· .• · · c · · · · · ·· maJc ·· · · .. 
For· the, ~ain s .• -i:zes bel·ow 1. 8 µ ni, Ec i:~ ar1 ·.··;nc.reasing funct-io;n of 
'Eroax tbro11ghout tlie' -range of meas11+eIIJ,en.t • For grain d.iamete]'.'s ~l. 8 µm, 
~c a.pl)ears constant w:i. th::i,n experimental l:imits. w~eri :Ema;x~ 6. 56 KV/ cm. 
Figur_-e t_.:.·, containi,ng_ ··. P.·.1·ots ·o.f_ J~!.·c- ·vs·.. E with gr.·ain size a para.meter:.,: 
.. ·max .,. 
I . 
. _ ~-=-.•· 
·From this data, it 
.... /" . . 







· ·.;:p.e~t· polari~ation on :bhe applic-ation of a fie:id ·of 13.·12. KY/cm, and 
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FIGURE 4 
POLARIZATION (P) VERSUS APPLIED FIELD (E) 
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. ·" :_ 
that all samples are es·f?.eht:1a1·1y· f'ul,ly poled ~~-- application· o:f' a field 
' 
. 
. . ( ', of' 18. 7 K:v/cm at room. ~emperatµr~.< The l~~er_ 'grain size SB:MPles 
achieve the· f11J 1-pole·d ~tate for smaller values • 
; ·. 'The shape of the. loops_ exhibits :a grain-size dependence. Figure 
• e 
•. ff f3hQW~ loops for samples with· grain :~'tzes_· ranging from· 0.9 µm to 
. 
. ' . ~ 
:·4.9 ·,1:m. ,There· a.re interruptions ·or "humps" (see Arrow) in the sides 
~ of t_he loops .-for .·samples of 1,.,8 :Um grain diameter. i. 
;gr_ain ::s:tz·es · be:,Low 1. 8 µm, heat:--treated or· .as:....;pre~s __ ed . .-, do :not .show the. 
inte·~tuption$.., ·a,J.though a squaring-off of t-h~~e loops- ·with grai:µ size: 
:j.,s· _noted._ The inc:reas·ing: 'a:ppearance of t·hese: in~erruptions -see.nis. to 
., 
.:de:p.end purely o:q :gra,i:n. -s·-ize. '!'here are poss:ible stoichiometri:c dif-
,~ .. ,,.i',:-·'' 
.• 
. 
~:li_e saniple-s come front t:he 110.0°c., 120·0°.q_, :and. l2:50°·c· heat- ,trea.tm~:n.t 
.. series. However, t.he:: app.ear.artce- -¢'.Qange·_s. 1Jot,e.d :corrtfspo:r1cl t:o d._i:t:fei;ent :, -, .. 
:gr-ain size, not ·to. different E>toi·ch:i.omet·ry-. 
. 
.• In __ si-1m:rna.fy, a:t roqm temperature., Pr· .is :a ·stro:p.ge,r; ·fiu;rct-:ion of: 
E. . ... t:han of grain. diameter. P inc:re:a.s.e·s' with E·~ , t·hen ·1evels 'Off Jn.~x · · · . · , · . · r max · 
-~t ,,a v~lue ot· -Em·a·· ._ ,which depends on g~~in _size. 
. X 
.. 
For constant E · 
ma~' 
Pr inc:r-e,as:.es: with gfain. size. ]for s~le~ of <1.8 µm :~a~~ size, Ee 
increa.ses with 1E_ a ... _; :for s~_le·s of -~1.8 µ.Ji~g~ain sJ .. z.e,, :Ee·. :Ls const4n,t· . m_x · · · ·· · ... 
over ·the· range .of E. . . ·.for whic·h ·E was measured_--_. _A_.· __t .. __ · .c_.:o_ri's.t_ant.:·: E' · .. ·,. - · . · · ·- max · · · · · G 
- .. me,x. 
. · :·t6 -d~~_-rt;·a.~_e,s wi.t:h: -grain diam.et.er,. 
, ... ,: 
. '"' I .~ 
•", 
,· 
- ,.: . 
--~·· .... ·""·· 
• ;:,. I • . ~.c. .~ .. , ... ,.... .J':U 
. . .,. -
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. . . :2··. 
• Measurements versus Temperature-
Samples isothe~ally heat-tre~teci ·:to variou.s grain: size"£~ we.re · 
meas~ed --ver_s_us temperature at a consta_·_-_n .. -t value of E .. -~-=26· •. 24 W/cm. · - max· · · · · . . '; .. ~ 
. 




·The t·empe.rature range wa~ :r1ormaily 2-b0 q to 1·50°-c,: ·a.nci th~ measurement 
.~ ·o •· ' t.·.: 
·. ~ . . '·• '· in-terval ·was norm_aliy 1:0°c.· .. Fi.gµre. 9 shows hyst·eresis 1oops .measured . . 
. 
·op., ~ ·1.-0: zn./·as-pre§Se.d sampl,e · -_at 'Several ·tempe.r·atures in, the range.: · 
•_. • 7 l . 
--
"· 
Fi:gu.re 10 show.s' a. pl.ot .. ·o.f 1? ... · and -E ··v·e:rsus t:emp:era.ture . f o·r- t:h.e same · · -· · _. · . · · r · •· -~·-- c. , · .. -···· · · · ·. · · · · .. · 
:· 
. 
:' sa.mple. Both ·pr· ·and ·Ee, show· a g·radual .g._ecre.ase w~ th tem.p_e_rature· •. 
•.. 
Figure 9 shows· }?at t4~- -hysteresi_s '.loops slim down :wi:tn.: .increas·ing . • • • ,0 
,. 
: If . 
temper.atµ.I;e ,. and that· the- 100:ps ar~: smooth-·sided tl:Lroughout ifhe· 
... 
.. \ temper~a.tu:re r,an:ge.- Fi.gwe·· 1:1 sh-ows ·por,tions .of these loo_ps;: ·.fr.on.1 
-~ ~ (" '-
,;-~-
i· 
~E to +E .,· sup_ erilnp·_· o:sed..-max max:· :'I.1he. l-oop s·Iifi!s· down primarily by · I . 
~...,~ • •• 
_·:pull:ing .i.-n i:t,s sides and corners· with. incr.ea-sing ·t··exnperat:ure·. Fig-. ·, •: ' ' ' . 
. 
. 
:q.re 12:· shows hyf:lte:r~s·is. loops· measure.d. :on. a_ .4:•:9 m/120-C)~-~ ~ample over 
.. ;.~ 
~-
·\~ t:he ,s·am.e. ·t·empet~ture range. The J..o.ops pllqw :in:terrupt:ions iri. their 
.s}des :at- ioiv' t~l'.Ilperat~es, a:r:ui. :a peanut or pr.o.:pellor sh.ape ·at ,·high. 





to.r the 4~9µm sample •.. ·Wntle Ec still 0s-hows a ":linea.r ·decrea~e: ·o,t.~r· 
... ' 
. ,.tfie lower part of ,t:P.~. temp_erature rang_e:, :p nia.ip.tains_: most of its . . ..... . r .. __ ; 
l:,-r1tt·ial. value tq. higher t~iiera.tures than it qid. in the ,,1~-.-0 µm sample, 
a.nd · the-n decre~ses mor.e· sharply. Figure 1·2 f?bOW.~1 that._ the foo]Js at·.e. 




·matl!l.ly .. due . t.o the. ap;p:rq.e.ch. pf.• t}le. fi~at anq. t·h±f.d·. q~_e.dl:'~nt·· portio'ns' • • " • 1 , ~\ - j1 I • , 1 , I , 
. 
, , 0 _ ":. , , • • 
• • ,. 




' t ". 
l!h~s · :c·e,n.;be -s:¢en"· i:µ F$gul'e -14, -whicll. · · ' ' N ,I • ~ .. , '-: . 
' 
; •' 
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• FIGURE 10 
'. 
REMANENT POLARIZATION CPR) AND COERCIV.E 
·-.' 
FIE[D CEc> VERSUS TEMPERATURE FOR A '· .. ..... ,~ . 
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TEMPERATURES ._FOR A 
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HYSCTERES Is LOOPS AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES 
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REMANENT POLARIZATION·AND c·oERCIVE FIELD 
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FOR A 4.9 MICRON~ 1200°c 
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loops -take pla,ce at ·a.bout the Sa.Ill~ value of ·:polarizati·Oll throughout 
the temperature range, and that the change from a square ·· shape :to , 
. . 
>·· . ' 
, a peanut shape is accomplished mainly by tucking in, the· po~tions of· 
1·-
• 
·the: l0ops ·in tlle .. fourth ·quadrant,. Tb.ere. :i .. s ,. a "'tt:ans.ition" ~r;egion, 
. ' .. 
\ . i .. ·•. 
l'or · the '4.9 µ111 sample from, e.b.ou.t, :90°C: to, 10:09C_, in which the ·109p 
,shows smooth si,:des. This. :ls. also ·the ,:reg,i_on·,in. which the _loop begins· 
to' ~e,an over', and Pr decreas-es rapidly as a funct:Lot:J. of 11emperature ._, 
F'igu.re 15 contains plots ,of P vs. T for samples' of several 
r 






,of, gr:~iJl si.ze for v-ar'i,.,pus valu.es of temperature. Note, th~t- betwe,en- , 





'b:ehavior · i·s: plotted in Figure 11,. ,The, va.r,ia..tion. of Ps with tempeta-
tu.re · is Stro~~r than the va.ri,ation_ of P8 :with grain s,ize~ .. In, f:aCt·~ 
plots Of Ps Versus temperatUt'.e with grain. SiZe· a paraJllet¢:t. f a.11 arr 
·e,ssenti~l,y, _tije same curve. ,Sin·c,e ,f''in.d.ing ~he high-field tangent 
, to the hyst_eresi s, loop fnvo:l ves l'ri.ttg_h mo,re j11dgm.~"nt .,. tnan , measure-
. I , . • , 
•, 
"'' 
.• ! • 
ment, the p,S dat'a ,:show.· ln0:r¢ ·scatter, t~~ some .:.of. "the other dat·a .. :; 
,, ,. . ,i. 
' . 
I··~ , , ,. .· 
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" FIGURE 16 
REMANENT POLARIZATION VERSUS GRAIN. SIZE, 
WITH TEMPERATURE AS A PARAMETER 
i "' 
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... :Error bars , ind~cate ~how much of this variation is due to experimental 
s·catter • 
The last _hysteresis loop parameter measured is P (T). Its 
.r 









For ·all. samples, i·nc-lud.·ing the as-J?ressed sample, P ( -r) is nominaJ.ly r 
. 0 
zero by ll3-··c.~ 
. ., 
' 
. rt WJas: '.also' no~ed. t·hat,' :pr __ ,.and. ~c. ·· q.i_ijplaye.d· some. h~steresis be-
'. 
-ll~vio:r ·wi·th · temp~rat·m-~. 
'. 
. .. 
I:Iowever:, stabl~ t:E$1p:er·atures were a bit 
•' "·" .. 
.f 
more ~ifficul t. to achieve. on cooling· b·e·.c:ause of t.he design of the . - .. ~ . 
.. i· •' 




vo.lvecl·bai~c.:Lng.th~ ef:f'.ects' o.f the 1:;tea:~_ing_ .coil ~g~inst those of 
th.e cooi;iII:g: :coil. ,. This wE.1,s d.iff:icult ·to .do, ·and the small change . 
. ~. . 
T·race.s. of P ·· and .· r . 
:E_:c o::r+ he:atin·g and qo:oli-ng . are g_iv.e:µ_ i-n figure.· 20 .. A ·and B for a 
· · ·2 .• _ 9µm/120.0·0 $;nd for a· 4 .·~~ µm/12-00-0 :s:·®J.ple, ·resp~c:tively. Thermal 
. ··hy$t·er.es·-i-s .is- more eri.d~nt· $n t~e· fr. t~_ac_-e.s ·than . it is in the E_0 
t.r_ac.es.,: and sh:ows about the ~am~ l,eliavior for both. gra.i-~ :si·zes • 




.• ~· .... _. .. . ' 
the .plot$ ... of Pr .(-r) vs. T giyen in ·F:Lgure 20 C ~- . ·· -Here it C·a.Jl be .. ~~e~., .. ..- ' 
. 
..- --. '· . 
. 
. that al-t-~~.ugh. the S8:lllP=1es _m~e.t: .get .. ·to ~ome .temp~ra~ur~_· .o·e:tween 110°0 
:·~- . . . 
'fl 
. • '\ 
. . v .. 
-~4 .12q.~q. -to the.nn.a.lly ~epole, t·hey Care unabl~ tq Iti~4n~~in a · reina.n~nt. ·. · ' ' 
.., , . . "' . .,· ' 
-· , .. 
. · # pqla.riz-~ti¢n:· wi,tJwoµt fd.el.4 unt·i+ the , :S.:~p~es cool t.o··"~ ·t·~per~~ure. ·. . . ·, • •. ·. ,.,. .·• . • ~ , '_ , . ..- : •• C'i, • ., •· ·.:. • ·....... .··: '. .•• .": --;.,, - •. "-.- . ~ , ····r·,;-:~_ ... ··... . , .. ·<_~.l . , ,. ·.-· : . . ~::· · . ._' 
--q~v ].,()t)!>q: iu:ter t}le~ ··.de,p9~{rig..... 1he trace. fol}. -t~e,>4. 9 ~f1?9~Q . 
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SPONTANEOUS POLARIZATION (P8) VERSUS 
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REMANENT POLARIZATION CPR) AND COERCIVE FIELD 
(Ee) VERSUS TEMPERATURE FOR A 
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' } ,. > . 
t~ 90°p, then reheated to l00°C. The Pr {i), ·:while.~ cl~_se to the 
•.. 
.values attained. on the first heating, is. smaJ.ler, and still becomes 
. . zero between 110°C and. 115°-C •. ,However, the values of E measured . . . . C 
• 
.during this r.eheating fall approximately on the initial heating 
• 
curve. Thu$, Ec. is_. a weak function of t·he d:irect.ion of temperature 
change , . Pr ·i:s a stronge1,· fun9tion. :of ~he -direction of temper~~ure 
. 
. 
change, and Pr- f-r} ia· a. s_t}cpng :r1.1nction not only o:f the direction o:f 
. temperature Chang:~·,: but: .. ot;':; the ·thermal and polarizat~on histor.y cf 
the.. s. am.pie,• 
'.I-.•• • ----•h•••·-..,•••· -~--·,---~- ·•·----~---u...-..--...--.••~•-••••n•·.,..m~•.....,. .... 
"'tJ. I-n st1rnma,:ry., all of' tb.e l.a>op parem~ter$ de·9rease :wj_;tp. in·cre:asing 
·1 
.-": 
temp.erature, but· a,t d:i;..ff'er·~:nt., r:a:tes .• 'Tll:e: r·ates· of decrease show·· a 
gpain size ·a.epend·enc.e·. ·' f 
.I 
.. 
gr~tn .. siz:e.. Fr ·1-µcr-~e.~:-~,-~· w·ith ,grain size to ~bov.t 1Q0°C~ t~~-Il d.e~ 
are.~s.es ~ith .. grai·n ·s1._,.z~:. 'I!be h·igh temperatur~ pea:r;iut~sh·~peql. :1.o_op·s . 
. ·• 
., 
. . ~e cbarac:t·e:ristJ.c. Of $Emlples Whose loops ·show· :irregi_µ:~.i-tj/eS, in .. . ·. ·. 
. . 




:eo.t ·gr·ain: si,.zes; ·le~.s than 1:.8: ,:µm,= bµt· .do appear for every grain .. sf:ze ., 







,-. • shows .a. ::S,;teeper .:1desc.ent .tor· l~~er ·gtain sizes.. E~c::, Pr'.; and P- · (-r) , r. ~ ~· 
' 
• .. .. - " . t ~-~~------~-~~· :ar~ fu:nctio~s of :.th~ direG~i.on. ·Of. ·tenipera~'llre :~h~~:, an4 Pr Jt), ~is_ 
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r I ( T !£3 and D.F. versus Temperature 
Since P ( T) could. only serve to indiqate an uppe_r limit of the r 
. •;, ~· !It 
' 
change that was apparently taking place in the material over tempera-
. T ture , measurements of K3 ~d D. F. were performed versus . temperature 
to see whether these parameters could better pin down a temperature. 
T 
· o In Figure 21A, K3 is plotted as a.'i\mction of temperature for 1200 
samples of· several different grain sizes. A subsidiary maximum 
appears at 100°c for the large_r grain s.izes and a transition over 
.,. T . . . 
_grain size from a gradual increase of K3 versus temperature for the 
' 
·-1. 0 µm sample to the shoulder in the curve sh.own for the 2.0lµm sample, 
I 
Jo the subsidiary nia.xima apparent for th: 3.'5 µm and 4.9 µm can be 
seen. The· subsidiary peaks.; where present, and the Curie point peaks 
.. . 
.sharpen with graiI:l size. D.F. also rises and sharpens with grain size, 
as demonstrated in Figure 21B. • . T The Curie point peaks in K3 , though 
ve_ry broad, show slight shifts from s_Slll,ple to sample. The.se shi:f'ts 
- . for the beat-treated samples are_ in the experimental noise, but· a real 
_shi-tt does exist between the as-pressed and the heat-treated samples. 
All of the aboveres1µts are for samples measured in the poled 
state. A:f'ter the measurements were made, the samples were al.lo'l{ed 
to cool in ·the oil bath from 160°c, leaving the~ in a thermally de-. 
- ~ . 
· l I 
_ poled __ condition. l ' The samples ~~re then measured th:ro:ugh. the_ tempe:ra-,. ., 
. . . .... . . 
ture range again, and the results are "presented ~n Figure 22 A and B. 
~ There is a strong resemblance between t~e measurements in. the thermal].y. • 1 . . •· 
.. . 
-· ~ "'. . . 
. depolfed state end. the poled· or depoled .m~asurements made on the as-
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FIGURE 21 
AND B) DISSIPATION FACTOR 
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VERSUS TEMPERATURH 
POLED SAMPLES WITH GRAIN SIZE 
PARAMETER 
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AND B) DISSJPATION FACTOR 
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· · 8·3 I• :' .• 
. ; )r '. ·.·· .. 
-
. ' . .. ' 
·'.t'h~rm.al ·. depoling · q.epr-e~_sed and broaderled ·.ail .. :1{3:, no m~-pt~r hqw. s~~p. 
,., 11 
. . .. 
Of .the Curie point ·K~ peaks, a.tid aJ.1 qt the D .• F. _peaks .. One relation. 
yith. grain size is still true:· th,e Cfu'ie·:point p,e'~s in.~ and t~e . 
pe~s in D.F. st·ill inc;~ase an.d· .. ·sllarpen with g;rain:_ $iz_e. 
annealed samples: a.re ver?f small-, but -do. exist. r, •• T Al~ of the K:}- and D • :e' •. 
peaks . are shifted down in teJii.p~r:at~.e. in :.the·. ~nllealed _:state, If 
these t~per-~ture shifts w~:r~ n-:~t: :con.s::i·s.tently -in the same direction, 
th.ey ·woul_d ;tiave to be considered~·we.11· within tb·:e_liimi~§ _o! experi--
.. , -'. . - _,. . ."~ L,r· -·· : ·: .. 
. . t . ,, :m.¢:;r;it-04 s·catter. ,The major di.fferen·ce: in. tht! I)·.F .• fq:r_ a,plleaJ.ed samples 
.. . ' . ·• . ,· .. . 
..... 
. . ' . . • ' . 
. . . . ,11 ' 
' l~ :~scr betw.:een. as-pr~sseg; a.nd ,heat·-tr:~at.ed.. Differ·etrces within- the 
heat-treated series are m.:~nlY~ ill t'.h.e b:e:i.ght and ,~~;era~s of th~ 
" :I r high t:emperat~r.~, :peak~:~-
-. . 
N'.ote ·that the Sc.ales- o,f·· F.:t.gu:r-es 21 and -~;t2 ·B. ar.e· :not :quit:e tbe 
.s:a.ttre .- T:ti~-' t,~per.a.ture. r.ang~ :.of· .Figure :21 B: . l+~f:l been shortened _s·o . . . - . 
. 
its· t.ncre·a.sing sh~rpµ_e~s: O:Yer- gr-a.in s':i~z:~: mi,·g.ht b.e ., emphasiz:ed ... ·-- ... .• 
.. 
. • .. 
,, 
~ " 
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IVi. ·'prscuss±oN ·oF RESULTS 
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From an examination of the seque~ce of parameter var:iations with 
i.ncreasi~g temp~rature ,· .much in.formation about the material can be 
gained. Since~ grain size effects on these parameter variations· have 
been noted, two samples on the extremes of grain size measured in this . . . 
I . 
study, a :1.-0 µm/as-pressed sample, and a 4.9 µm/~200°c sample are 
t"! cl1osen .for thi·s exand nation. · 
. . 
. 
At 20°c, the 4.9 µm/1200°c Sample haS a Pr ,,,; 34~65 µco~ and an 
cm 
E.c = 4 .. 71 KV/ cm. . For the next 30°C temperature increase, Pr shows 
little change, whi·le· E .decreases line-arly, at a rate of .04 KV/0 c. · - · . c ·· ·- cm 
_ At the same time, IC~ is_ incr~asing. At about 50°c, Pr begins to 
T - . q.ec-rease, and K3 b~gins t_o ·rise sharply. Ec contin~-s its ]j_~~~ 
, 
descent, and the iµ.ajor ch:~ge i:n the shape of tne loop· is_ accomplished 
•• · 1 
:mainly by the approach: of the: ·-second- and fourth-quandrant portions 
of . ..the loop to the or;igin. By 90°c, Pr has cJecreased to 24~37 µco~, 
cm 
-and. b~_·gi.ns to fall very rapidly. ·The._. ·sides ·of the lodp lose their low 
.. 
·te_mpe:r-ature ir~gula.rities:, and beco:tne-.smo·oth. :Here also, the rate of: 
' 
l:ncre~e Of' JS diminishes. Between 95°c andl05°C, Pr shows ;its 
4·. 
• ~ ~ 
• 
greatest de.cl'eai:ie, decreasing from 21.17 µco~ to 8. 34 µco~ ii;t the. 
_, , cm · cm 
- T -
-
·.16<:>c interval. K shows a relative maximum at 100°c equal to 183Cl. 3 r 
.--~;i 
At 103°C, the ,dissipation f'S:ctor peais at ~0568. At 10P0 c, rs sho:ws a . 
- · · · • · _ . _ ... ; ... · -- · _ . ·· o · - . - _ --_ .. _ ._ .. _ _ :'. _: · . µ·coul _ . relative nnni:mum .of 160~ • and by .110 C~, Pr ha,.s; ~ached 3.82 .. en? , and 
its rate of' decrease b~ di·~nished. . ·_ ''l?he~ onset, .of. the peanut-shaped 
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..... ~ : . 
., 1.· ••• _ ... _ 
:t.: - t ,.,., . ~-
... 
I • t' 
-t, # ~ .. ~ . . :_···. 0 . . -,--'-.:.·.-· steepest descent ·at .. abo~t the same~ temperature. By 113 C any polaxi.-. 
. .... 
' . 
. zation in the specimen which .is to last longer than "5 minutes must . 
' ' . 
·be field-induced. By this temperature, P ( T) has he-come zero·, and the . . r 
' 
.. 
· sample is therIDa11y depoled. ·see -Figure 19. l3y-i42°c, K~ a~hieved its 
., 
maximum, at 2170, an.d _-has be.gun to decrease. The peak_ at ;the .. Curie 
• 
. I 




The behavio·r just , descr,i·bed .for the 4. 9llm/1200°C- s·ample, can . be 
I. • 
:J 
·?ontrasted Ji th that. of' the: 1. o·µm/ as-pressed sample. 
• 
~. . I 
. ·.' - • -o· .: ' I . ·.' . 
At 30 C, for 
an applied field of 26·.24KV/cm, th 1 0 1 h · P._. --· ·_.3· 2.lµcof e • µm_. samp-+e _ as 
r 
cm 
and·-E =6.36 KV/cm. Note that E is ·smaller _for the larger grain size:•· 
._., C : . .. · C 
\ 
• I -l P shows an immediate chaµge as temperature is. ,increased in the :i::::- . ( ' 
., 
l.Oµm sample. pr de.creases ::i.nitituzy at ara.te, bf .23l!C0f/0 c,~-While, 
. , cm ~ 
P~ tor the 4.$lµm sample remained 'nearly .consta:n:t;. Ec shows the al.-
most linear cles cent wi:th increas·i:tig · tempe:rat~e. ·that has been noted 
.for all of' these_ s:ample's. •. The ·in·i.t~al rate qf .decrease for E c is 
,,. 
. ~ . . 
.Q5:jPc, a slightly f'a.ster deCi'et3.13e than f'or the 4.9µm sample . 
. 
, .. IS. is rather constan:t at 25°c, beEµnrting a gradual. rise at about 
35°c. S·e.e. Figure 21A •. Th.e hyeter·es:is ·1oop· for the sma11~grained 
I 
• 
s-ample ·has· a very slJ].ooth-sided appea.ranc~ throughout the ·tempe·ra-
y ' tur.~ range. S~e Figure---9. The Sharpe.st· decrease for ;b.oth samples 
· . o · o.· · · . · 
· · -t:n· :er oc~urs between 90 C an.a. 100 ·c. See Figure ~5 ~ The D. F. PE!?ak, 
' . 
. 
at· D.F.= 0.0377,occurs at nearly the .same temperature for potb 
' -·•! 
' samp;tes. See Fig'Ure ·21B._ The: D.F •. -~ee¥ in· th~ 1.0.µm sample :t.e{ iew~ . 
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. . er than the ·peak _for, the:-4.9iun _s~le~ k:3 has. one' peak, 
··- .':. 
. ' - ' . -· .. .-)·. . ·-·. 
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• 
154°~. 'The ~ vs. iemperat~ ell~ shows no subsidiary maximum. The 
\. _•; I Curie point· peak at _154° ·is very broad,' extendi~g from about 148<:>c to· 
' 160°.c with a less than 3%·- ch~ge in that temperature 'interval. 
·~ 
See 




.ab.out 113°c, .si:gnifying that the 1.0 µm sample is thermal~y depoled • • • • • - • . 






. :at the SBJO~· temperature. as the 4.9 µm 'sample. See. ~igure 20C. How-
e:ver,: th~ Pr(:T). versus temperature plot for the ·1.0 µm sa:mple has 











The. behavi·or .·just noted has been fc>'r .. both. S<am.ples. in. the · poled· 
· state·. .On cooli_ng .from, -above 1·60°c, chapges .oc;tour in both samples, 
. .. 
and.. their direction is mainly to make the heat-treat~d sample similar 
to the as..:.pressed Sample. For exa.mp!e, the ·JS versus temperature 
curve ror the h~.at-treat.e.d sample in the annealed qonqiti·on show no 
b . di . SU S1 a:ry maxim~ .. 
ened and depres!;led.. The ·single is peak for the 4 •. 9 µm sample. is 
lower in the annealed than ~n -th:e ·poled st.ate. The same is· true tot 
. 
the ·_1.0 µm sample, and the qifferences in he.ight for each sample_ a.re 
about the same. On ·a.nnea1i_ng,_ · grain si;~· differences ·are. still ap,-
' 
,par~nt·, but :not so a.pparent_.as before:~ · ... ,. 
Samples which lie within the ·e;Xt·temes .. o~ ·,grai-r.1.· size. show a ·tran." 
. . 
I. 
· sition ot .behav.ior with. g~ai11 size. :Fow ¢~~pJ_e,, _fow poled· samples,. 
the ·IS ~SUS teinpera;tµre .curves have n0 .. ~ubsiq.ip.g ma.xi.~. for the, . .IL .. 
-"1- ,. 
µ ~ grain )liz.e., ·~d.. a ·broad .Curie poi·~t peak. '. mie .crurve for the, )I.'.~~ ' ' . 
. . 
~ .. r . : ' . ~· 
' J '", !' -; _;,' -
... , \' 
\ . ' . . . 
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. ~ ' ~ - . ' J/ 
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µm sample exhibits a sharper rise over temperature,.#~- ~:ho:ulder .. in 
- .\ .i ' 
the curve between 100°C and 105°C, and a sh.arper :"Curie poi·nt peak •. 
., . , 
For, th.e 2,9 µm· samp~_e, a distinct s:u.bs.iQ.ia:cy ma:ximuti'.1 ()ccurs at 99°c_.: 
,,.. 
D. F. has a · corresp.onding . 5iliange, with, the p¢.ak rif!i11g and sharpening 
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. 2. Exa;rni nati-on of Para.meter Behavior. 




.:1,olarizat.ion-, bas .been detailed. An examination ·'of the behavior df' 
\. o r 
the i'ndividual -measured. ._pEir-a.meters will· supply information ·as to ... 
" 
·•• ! 
The cl.ept3nd~Ilce. Of. PS on t~mperature, for e)(l:lllt,Ple ~ indicates 
·" 
.· ·:. i;io~~- ~er~.oe·lectric behavior. ·· ~s- exhi?its. a. g:radu~l. de:crease over , 
I 
t.emperature, -~d does not ·show any· s·harp. decreas~. below the· Curie-
. 
. 
. , . . 
temperature [18]·. There ::ts ~·so no :appr~ci·able grain -Si-~e -depe,n<1enc_e 
. 
' .. 





The "behavior ·of· E . v,e:rs·us- t~mpe:ra.ture. is ·no.t- ·µnusrual eithe'r ·[191] .• C ... . 
. . . , " ·,. 
·-
-Tl+e :fi.rs:t de.viat·:ton from n·or:rnal ferroelectric beha/vio·r· 'is ~ 
.:•"'"""' 
:i..J.l.n.strat:ed by ·the·, b.ehavi:or O:f E ·vers·us temperature:. See· Figures 15 · .... · ... . .. . .r· ... 
and 16:, •. · Bot·h . a ·tr_anJlit.ion of :s:ome · kindt, ~t ~ temperature well below 
'tb.e Curi.e t·emperatpre ,. an.d a grain s-ize eff.e·ct b"tI that.transition .,a.re 
indi.cated. by· the· dat'a. pre.sented. in tnese -figures. 
,· 
.. ·::'rhe behavior of p· ( T ) 0ve:r teniperature furtb¢_:r·· .ijupport·s: the r . 
- ... 





;I.Ow t)le Curie temp.erature; ~ ( t ) for all s·a.illPl~, large or small · 
· grained, becomes zero by' 113°c, · a t·emperat:ure · ·:f'ar ~hor..t of' the Curie:··· • • ·J . 
• • 
....... 
temperature [10 ]'. •. Se~· Figure 19. This. i·mpl_ies 'that the· :materi-a.l is · · \ 
not . capable of mai.ntaining a zero field pol~i z~tion for very· 1ang . ' 
. . . . ' ' . 
' . - ' 
. ,., . 
... ·· .. , ,at a .temperature well be,1-ow. :the Curi.e. t·emperature, the· temperatm;e 
. ' - ·~ .... ,•.. . .. 
,. 
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a hystE!t"esis e:t'f,ect on cooling is observed :t'~I' Pr ( T ) • Once· 'heated., 
,· . 
., . 
. ' '•, 
. tne samples are rfOt capable' of m~intaining · a remanent polarization 
. . 0 f.or very ·long unt·i1 the temperature drops to les1;:1 than 100 C. 
,J • . 
. and· thi_·s e·ffec·t. fs: much, th __ ~ same·· as the grain size ·effe·ct· ·on :er. 




-":.Again-,- a. ::gr~~n s:iz~ e:f:fec:t on ·t:he· transition i.s indi~ated. 
. . 
: TA~ berravf-.or of the· di_s:sipat-i·on :factqr ve:~eu.s: temperature 
support..s t.nis _:conc4us·-ion. as :well •. Th·e .D-~F.· i:s .meas·ured by applying •. . 
A •. C. f~-~·.10:s, f;iel.d.$ too small t.o repol~ the :s~ple to· sat-uration-. 
,·Far: IlQTI.11~1: f'erro.e.·lec·tri~~, the It~F: •. ·shqws: a :pe~ at: the .Currte .. 
• • -.... , 
·te_mp·e:ra;t.ure [ 9]. All of the sa.mt>'Ies- testeo. show D. ·F-. pea.ks .in t:P..~ . 
. '--. 
pe::LghborbO.Od. o::e _'100°c·, a temper&ture' we·Il beloi·· the C@i'.e: 
te.mp:e·rattire for th:i.s 7 /,5/35 compos.i-tion.~_ and in· the ·,s~e te1D.per-
_a.t,ure. ·r8*ge: .i~, whi.ch a tra.nsi'-t:ion is in.di·-cat·ed. by other ph.e.nonrena. • 
. 
·The- appe.ar-~ce. -o.t ·the pea.ks , and their _s:fiarpne.s.$. ,. de:pen·d on __ grain . 
'. 
s:tze , a.mi on whetller the \ample , is in tb,e: poled. or the the:rma.11y .· 
depoleq. G._On.di.tion, ;as-: has been deirc~ibe_d:. 
_ . · 
'l'h.e lKHz measurements of K~ versus temperatUl!.'~~ 'corrciboratE! the 
• .a-, 
:O.'.F.~ measuremetft-s-:. Fir1s·t, --a subs~diary, maximum .at abou:t;(· th.e. same 
• 





. ,.-•·" ·. 
.. 
domain moti.on,-·imply·i~ng:ia transition o.:r: some sort. Se-cond, the~~--~.:-·_·:·_·_::~~~;=~:·~ 
,•· 
. · ""~0 





. . •/, 






creasipg hei.ght· and. sharpries~ of ·this subsidiary\ maximum with in~ 
. I . . 
. ' . . • - ... 
. I . . . . I . , 
c' cre.asi.ng grain si.ze' indi.cate a. grain s:i.ze effect .. on the ·transition·. · ' • • 
. • • 




- •. And:···ti.nally'.., the .. · ~a~~ '.l~at, t::herillally·· depoled s,ample$ ·do .. not. show 
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• 'f the· subsidiary' maximum for even the,.. largest -,~rain si·z~·s.,:~ in'dicates a 
·-· 
.. _ ~ .. -~. 
--dependence of _the trat1:sition not ·j_list. on _t~mperatur~, but als-o in.· /'\ 
...... ~, 
.. 
: ~-' .;· . "'' 
some way on the state of polari1at:Lon ·o·r. the material. · 
0 
' . 
• A h·ave 'been ob'served i.n PLZ_T. 7/6·5./_35_ :rila.teti.al·. ove'.r, ia ·t·emperature · r.an~~ 
. e . 
. . both the appr_oximate. f;,emperature of ·th·i.s tr:ansi:tion, and a gra.i:n: 
\·si,ze .e:f'·fect :Ori the tra.ns·i:ti6Ii .-.. The :ma.nifestatioti of .the. tran.s.i·tion 
depen.ds additionally on whether· the material -is · :in th~ po:;i~p.- or 
the. t;t1ermally de.pct1ed state., 
.· 
·-· :{ ~·-
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: I!(·"· :3·~ · Current Invest~gations and· Pt?Pb.sed ·Models 
,.v : \', . ... .... "'t' 
• 1 
~-
""'• ' . 
... ... .. .. . . 
.. -- --~...... :· Examj nation of current · 1i terature bri·ngs to light. several 
~ . .. ' . . . ' 
• 





. . . 
'be ration'a.lized. Comparison, qf these models ·mey lead. to a more ... · 
pre.ci~~ .identification 
. ,.{:- . . 
. \ 
of the :n~t·ure of the transiti.on .... · . 
. . . · . · · t9] 
W. R. SaJ.aneck · . report~ a. simil:ar d~c~ease in _p·r and als.o· 
: ...... 
.. 
in- th_e ·e.ftective birefri~gence parameter. at temperature.s disti:µ·ct·iy: 
. . . 
~' ~- .,-l>e-l 9;i tne· transformation t9 tp.e paraelect:_-ric phas~,. · Sal.a.n.e·ck's 
·'I 
1 
wo.rlt:;, QI.l an· 8/65/35 PLZ.T composition, wi.th ~: ,gra.i-~ :s·ize· .:O-f a.b:ou.t 
, 2µ :m., sho1'ts t~a.t Pr and the effective 'b:t-refringenc::e are nearly 
' 
zero by' 8:3°:ci. "lie ··ptopoee.s :a:-.f'er·roelect.ric ·domain .. alignment in poleq.: 
I· . ' ' . 
. l, ' • ' • 
·. 
.Jo,,· ~ ,,· 
.... - . ; ' 
" 
·Sa=nlpJ.e:s .. ~.d :a, tl:lefrmaJ.ly infljuence·d, ::d.i:sal~gnnieµt· i;o , account for 
.-. 
·· t.:P,$,s_ ·bell.a'Vi;or-. He. suggests that · .. i)nput:ity e:f-fe.ct~ ·t3.t · grain boundaries 
. . 
·' .. ' ., . . ' . 
. :re.:~ult in ·regi:ons of lower ,Cur.ie. t~mpe:r..-atur~, Eµi_g. t:hat,, these regions 
. . •·, ' . 
. . ,, . . ~ ·~,. . 
. ~····-:~ .. 
,; -~ 
go ·nonpolar b.e·fore the. grain ·inte.r.io.rs. This.,. he .ass.erts, would 
eft'ecti ve.ly deciouple the:· _gra:tn- -,~_nteri·ors vi.-:a. :dielect.ri_c . screeni~g 
is. i_ndi(!.at~<t. by low.·frequexrcy dispersion :·'bf t~e ·d.ieiectric con- • ~ ' 
stant,, .. Tb.is he asciibes to a ·SuD1enskii ty:peT201 Qi:f'fuse phase 
transiti·o:ri._. . . . Thus the broa~· p_eak of the dielectric·. constant at the-
.Curie temperature is ·*ot .dµe: to a transformation to the para.electric 
phase, .but .due to a ·smoJ.en·skii ·transition. ·Frequency dependent 
. . 
maxi111a, in ·th~ ·-dielecti;ic CE;>nst~t· .occur .. Q.'Ve:~ a f~p.i:t~ te~eja.ture 
· · r~ge · ftc:>m ·.10.g~c to io9·Qc~ according to -Sa.Ian.eek;• 
.. ...... ·. 
,.~ . 
:., ' . 
...., . ..t" 
•. 
,,. 
,. . ~ ' . 
. ' .. 
:1. 
., ,··· 
-r. -~· ~· ' . ' . •. - . ·:' . . ' . ~ ,'' ., . I 
'' 
·' 
• ,I, ,•-•_I r'. 1 ' •. , & 
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4 . )' ' ' . . ·~ , . So~e basis .. · for :she compositional model whi~h ~-~laneck_ proposes J: · ·- . 
t·o account for the decrease in P can be found in . the isothermaJ. -· 
. r 
grain growth' study :repo·rt:ed. by Langman,et al., on sample used in· . . .• • 
. ,4 . 
... 
.. '~~~-~-·--.............. -
th.-is _p.re.s_ertt investlg~ti..on~.:L6,21] It was report-ea that ·tor 7/65:/35 
. . 
:J;>LZT: .ma.teria:l, ·g:r-ai:n gr"C)W'th wa.s. ·inh·ib-i"t;~d_ by a grain _bt>undary 
.o 
impurity drag i(L«e.cria.n:ism~. lt. ;:"was con.clud~d. that .a la..n.thanum· ion 
. .... 
concentrat:io:p. grad:i·ent' .. fih the: vicini~ies ·of the: ·grain boundaries 
.. }-tas- ·responsible for·. the e:f'fec-t., }.ia~rtiing_ and Land _have shown [ 3] 
tht3.t. ~lie Cur-ie. tempe·rature 'of. PLZT 65/35 materi-al d.e-cre.ase:_s 
-~ 
. 






.. •' . 
sbown that· la.nthanwn i~ :t:tlteiy- to exist .. at: the .. gr~in: :lJ.·qun-oJ1ries to 
j 
s_l;igllt excess:,, an.-d since: ~ ·s·l;igat· exce·s:s.~ on: t·he_ o:r;-d~r of ·o. 5%, 
.I 
GOu.ld hiave: the requir~d effect, ·the· model pr9p·os_ecl. .by Sa:J.aneck 
., 
.lJJ.us.t- ]J.·e s:erious.ly· qonsidered-.. ·rt .is we:1i .·w-orth: n:9ting the· limite.d.,· 
: ... 
' 






temperatll!e-s relative. to the.· -m~ittii~, poi_nt. S:ee .re·terert·ce 6. for· 
det_aus. on . this: point. 
... ... .:. .... 
.. 
However, close examina~ion ot ":the_· :phase diagrams determined 
.. 
by· H.aertli.ng and I.a.nd offers s~veral .oth~r interesting po_ssibiltiee~. 




:, .... :.' '-. . 
· 7/65/35 PLZT .compos·ition sh.ohld be in the ferr9electric rho:rnbc;>~ • . 
.. 
. ·: . . 
. 
hedral region. IncreasingfDk.ntna,num content along 'the 65/35 Zr/Ti . ~l 
• ·•i ·."" ::,.... • 




line would put 1:lhe· materi-a1· int.a a trans:ition .. r_egion. · This tran- • 
'. 
• 
I , _, 
... · ........ . 
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' ·,;" ... • 
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.. . . 
.' •". t 
}1ate,rials of compos:i.tions •:within ··:this region, ·were \ .. ;I · 
. .. . , . . • • . , . • ~ .. • '. I • • ' ' 
·.,. ... : .. 
' ( ~ . .. _J 
. ' 
found to pOSE?eSS diffuse P:ti.~se transfformations. Further increase -
. • 
.•. 
" . ' 
of lanthanum content. would put the material into an antiferroelectrtc. 





:r;egion, th~n 'into a paraelectric, cubic r•egion. Haertling and · .. · ·. __ 
., 
. - . 
. . : -. , - -~ . . ,t:• .. II • -' . . " , ' . . , - . ,· • . Land· a.lso i:nve.stig·~~~d .eff'ect.s. of temperature ·increase·· on c.Ontpositions .· .. · 
.. 
. -~.. ' 
.- :Qf .a·· 1a.nthanum .concentration gradient at the grain qcbundari.es·: an.:ci 
iricre.asing temper.ature. ·coilld place· th~ niat·eriEµ .. intt~ ·the :llini:xeq. 
pl:tase '~-~~egion ·at. cj'ust over l00°C, .and .pe·rh·ap$ .. int·o the a.µi;i-




O.Ll3ryan .and J,1eit~·1er, :wo __ rep.art various .eiectri:ca.I , .. ,optica.l ,: 
.. 
,and x-ray dat.a ·versti.s. temperature for a .;1,.·2/65/35 compo~it·io:r1, 
.,., ., .; . . 
.. : . . . . . . .. 
have. postu1·aterl t·he ~~!~1:sten.C,e.::¢>:f · a"penferroelectri:e", or. lllike-= 
. ~ 
. ' . . 
ferroe.leq.tr1.c" :p.e.~ion 1:>etween the .rekroele.et·rd~c· :rhombohedral ·.· and 
=-pa.raele c·tri c·· cu~ i-c·. r~ gi ons [ 10] . · :They de.fine the "penferroe,le c·hri c.r'' 
,c.ondft·ion·. a.s that 'iri. which. the material. is non-cubic an.cl .p-olar-,. 
but in· which p: i·,s so small that.. no domains exist· in- the m.at·eria·1 ·s: .. · . ·.... . . · .. , · .. 
in the. abe;eiice: of ,externally applied fields. Tn¢Y :p9~t.iµa.£.e ~ 
·o . . , . 
~- ~ 
·can transfo~m the:·. II1ateri.al from one of small rho;mbohed.ral dis~ 
... 
tortion angle- to one···of polymorphic, polar grains_.. Apparently, 
_._.... \ ,.. 
-
this indicates that tile gra~ns 'i:q.--the materi~ cq_µld, exhibit 
. . ). . 
·tetragonal, rhombohedral, or ~tlle?: ,symmetry, with " l~rge ~evia-




tiens from cubic sym.ID.e.try.·, 0 clep~nding,.on their .. 0p:Le:µt~tiop. witll · .. :· ·. 
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.respect to the appl~ed field. The aut'iiq_rs- .eXPlairi a. :n,.:F. ·peak· lJn.d · ~ \ __ ; .. ·· .. : • 1 ,• • -. - ~ '."' - -. r,-, 
. . :• . . 
., 
_ ....... , ' 
. ·an. accompanying subsidiary maximum in the- dielectr·ic co11stant at 
\' . . . 
96°c for p6le; material as due to hyster~sis ~n a cyclic transition 
. . 
' 
'' • f~ . . 
I b~twe'en ·domain and donra.in-free states, caused by· the perturbation 
















••• ,""; «I ·~· I 
' ' 
of thermally depole·d material·. ·The·. di~+E=otric behavior of :pole:d 
... 
. and thermaily depoled ~mat.e;r-i,al ·i.s s-imil.ar to that not~d iri -thi:s 
investigation. -See F_igure 21 A· anci B. ·The,: dif'ferenc:e betweeil,t__; · 
. .. . .· . 
. 
. . I . . poled and. tt.ermally· .de-po:Lecl ma,ter:i.al ,is .considere:a· to be due· to.· · 
. . . 
.-.- ,,d 
~ 
:~~alle'r -.<ioma.ins ajid ·a: low~r, :1e.vel. :.o,f sporit:ane.·ou.s. po_lari::zat:io.n in 
·· the. de:pc>le9- mate-riai. 
i: The au.t.~ots present fiU':ther optical 8.!ld E!le_ctr<l>mechani·ca1 
·data: :to: support th.e ·9.6°c trans·ition. ~ey report a. :.di:ff.erence ~ . 
. 
. . 
irt transmittanc·e:- betwe·en poled a.n.d t;hermal.lY-· clepoled ,material. 
However, since 0::1.Brya.n and .Meitz_Ier did ::no.t perform any .ferro-
,electric hyster·es-is loop. m.easurelrie:p._:ts·, n.o· loop -para.meters are 








however, have pee..n··" re:port~d many times:. ,Jaf'f'.e·[-2:3. J reports 
a double: lpop .for ffam.ples .of· BaTi03 '_W:tiic.h :Wer·~- :e·lectroded and 
.. 






orthogonal direction.. It has· b:een reported that· material o·t 
• • •' ' l ' 





7/65/35 composition ctg1 be pole4 by'.'the application of ~t:t'ess[24].-. 
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•' • '·~:. '· :tut.: tlie h~~-pressing stresse($., i-:f any do~<! · ..1~e __ 1e·rt_ . .aft .. e~. iso- . . y---· .· .• · I 
\ - --.... ~ 
. -
;. .. -.. - -
'· ··-
"·- .-·~ . . ; . . .- . ~.~ 
thermal heat-treatment , were , for the m.Qst part, parallel, not . ' -- )' 
. ;:.,,--~... . .. . . 
. . 
perpendicular, to the applied field. · ·tn any· ~vent., it seems . 
. . . 








I -micron· grain size :to __ 5 micron grain size .• ··' 
o. • •. 
.' 
. . . 
. - . ; 




. However, another. ;possi~·1e caus·e for the existence of the · pro-
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. ·. ,:· 
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' ,' ' ~·· C ': ' I'• \ ' 
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.. ' 
: . . ·--··. 
•t•" .. ' 
~-' 
Land, and in the PbZro3 ... PbTi03 binary ph:ase diagram.· A "We~l-: _, 
--· 
<established, thonough.lJ·· investigated Emtiferroelectric .regi6n ·ex.fsts. 
:tor compositions near Pb~;ro_3 [28,~9,30,31,32,33],".'and the addi-tion :· 
of lanthanum has ·been shb'W'n to in,crease the .. range of the: 
. . 
.. 
. antiferroelectri~ "··region[ 3 l. ·Mo:re·over, it· ~as been shown,· that_ when i;""f~·~:,,t·.· · .. 
. the free energy di:fference betwe~_µ the ferroelectri·c and the --·anti-
f'erroelectric ph·ases :is not gr·eat, the :f"erroelectr~:c phase: -C~ be 
-~ 
.. 
field-enforced in the: antiferPoelec..tric region~ re.sult.i·.ng·· in · 
doubl·e loops with· :a ·spontaµeo~ ·polarization that: ·appears tJI be .. 
,fe.rroelectri_c[.25·] but, the comp:o.sit.-ions discusse_d here are cleai-ly 
outsi:de the.,.:aritife:rro~lectric region shown by Haertling and 
Land. Also, th~ loops_ shown here :dO .n9t. -:have'-,the linear region 
• 4' 
o·thrc,ugh th_e or:i.g:i.n· ~hich the· _·a:ntit¢rroelectric loop.s aharacter- ~--
••• ' T' • 
• 
•• 
istically show. Saw·aguchi ahd Charters [26] noted doub.le hyster-r 4- ... 
..·.· 
"\ 
;:. . . -
esis loopS' in Pb0•5ca0•5Ti03• ·These, double loops app~ared ,aft_er 
aging, and were ascl"ibed to -:the- random superposition ·0:r ,Dl~Y 
asy,nmetric loops, ~each asymmetric loop bei'~.g dlfe to niicroscop-
., ........ . ; . 
' ,. 
' 
.• , ._ , ,...- 1·. \ ,\ :'. .. _; ."r,: ·.-· 
~~·_'.-. ·,,,: ,·: 
' ·, . 
' 
- ic anisotropic regions in the materi·a1:·. . . .. . (,...... These microscopic r_egions 
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·exhibit polar anisotropy as ·a result· of phase- ·sep~at·i·on ··dwiri·g . . 
. . 
-
. . . . , ... 
agin~ •. No -second phase. bas been ·obs.erved in s~lesof 7/65/35 0 
- ' • 




,.. ' ...... 
. '.""' '" ~ '.' 
composition,. but H·a.e:rtling and L?,nd point out ,_J;ha~[3]. :the· -· -
.. 
-
creation· ·of A o:r B site vacancies ma.y .cauf?.e exc:e~s · ions· to. e .. µst . 
.. 
interstitially .. ~If microscopic ·reg.ions of -interstitials were to~ . . . . f . .. . 
. 
. 
exist ·in the mater~e.1· ·7for' -any rea.s·on.; th~se: regions could have• 
- . 
. 
t~ effec-t of ~ ":Undet.ectaole seco11a· phase" [ 3 J·. A ·stte ~acaifc-ies 
' . 
·, . .,.._ 
the ma:perial along. wi.t~ -the . oxides, bec_auae 
t.£.·ts . believed that J:.~+3 substitutes- on Pb +2 sites , and charge 
. . . . . . . - . . . +3 
. 
.:,:,. ,.,,b~ance- is; ·mainta.i:q:ed. if 2 La ions plus a vacancy· ~~e .exchapged 
. 
,; · .... ~ ·for 3 Pb+2 ·:ions·. Addi.tionally-, Is-upov· has suggested [ .34 ,J th·at · 
._ .... ;;,~'. 
. . . 
',. ' ,', .. 
:. I I' 
,• . 
t.· 
broadened fe:rro~l~ct;r-ic trans-itiens- are due to co~pos_:ition:a1 
.. 
. . . . ~. 
'm.icroh.e·t:er_ogeneities· caus·ed oy. ·ra.t:td~ GOmposJ.t.iona.l variatiori •. 
. . ' 
.. 
,. 
· :ffaejrt1~~g an_d Landl.3]' :point. o:µt ·thJ3,t :Berlincourt[35] reported the 
. existence o.f mixed .·phases :i.·n. the· PbZr03- PbTi03-. LaFeo3 sy·stem, 
the Syst~·,tllat Haertli~_g and Land used many· .times· ·as an anal_ogue 
• ' for· tb·eir ow. 
•• ,. -· --.-·. • < • • • 
.- • • 
. . :."'.' 
_ · There: is anothe~ p9~s~ible mod~l to. ·ac·colUlt tor- the· effects ' 
. . - . -
noted, and this las·t m.ay :or may not· :tiav~ much t·o do: wi·th ~ompo- ,, 
si·tional effects •. Grain- size effects h:ave long been .noted in ,, 
·tll.is'-·ma.terial[22J •. It .is .pos.sible th~t ce;rtain domain ni~cnan.is:ms 
. 




e,xist __ or are hindered in ·tpeir operation in the· small gr~ineg. 
. -•I 
' .;;,,.: . 
.. \l '. 
IQaterii.a.l.. In BaTi03 , fer e~ample ;_ evidence exists [ 37 ] that · 1 , Jc 
. 0 ' . 
. 90 domain walle. do: .n0,t .. exist in materials whose gl.:'ain ·sizes are · .· -. I -. • •, '-t '. :::,,·L ,,.-, ~::, '.· • .. ,-•', ,:··it·:, ,,' ;, · , - . • 
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.. ;i. .. :oµ_:'··_nJ;' 'or .j_ess •. , Smith an.a L¥1d[l2],.. have 'shown- ·th:at. t'rie o:~P._tr-ast ra.t:io · __ .. , _·:'· : __ . · .., ... 
. . ,-.,:. • ! 0. . . '. 
_I. • . . . .. 
. ' . . . '. ·-·, ·-· . . 
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: .... tJ;ra~ the .Ia~k of 71 o a.r.fd 109° ·walls, the rhqmbohe'dra.l ·· s:ymmetry counter . 
. . . . .. ; . ·8. . . • • pa.rt, of: the 99 walls in BaTio3., l:S: responsible. Maldonado ·ana. · 
. \ 
Meitzler{:.39·· l have ·s.hown·, · in a. series· .·o·f. strai ..~-biasing exp~-~-t--. · .. · .. · .. 
l.)lents,· tha.t .btrefringence -changes deperid· d~ the· e~ent to which I \ 
..-
' 
• I ' 
. . 
\ . . . ,. 
.. ... , 






~- ' .. · ,t.p· -~ gr~·ater·· and .greate~ extent ·as grai·n f3.,ize . increases :may ' ., 
·provi·.de :the. rationalization fo:r;· ~~y, i_f:.not' indeed all,. :·of 'the.-
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•. ~ • I ;-.!. 
It is now possible t<D compare briefly the . data obtained to .the · 
., models dis·cus. ·sed. 
. . . . . . 
• ' I 
~-.C.t';)-"4./1.-C-•·Ao-(~·_,.....~,-.,v->..-Y--.t:-Y, .... ,r,.-,r,t,.,,.~t-"''·-'· ...... _..r..,· 1t • , • , , 
' 
•l The conclu~ion . or· s·aianeck.· that PLZ'I' com.poun.ds in ·the r;egiori of 
..,_ 
... ' 
.· ·interest exhibit relaxer behavior i·s s±r.eEgtheried by· the · obs_ervation 
.in ·thI£s study of hysteresis ~loops.- above the .. di.electric constant max-_ 
'• 
. '. 
i:mum, a neeess:a,ry but -not· -s~:f'ficient .. condition'[ . 38 ·] .The existence 
.. 
·of regions · of lo:wer ferroelectric ·to J;>_araelectri·c· t~ansi tion temper-·. 
ature at the grain boUA.daries due to increased lanthanum concentration 
. . - . . 
at the grain boundaries could well explain the transition observed at 
\ ' ' 
.1o·o~C 'i·n this· study·, and the par~eter behavior which has been con-
. :ne.cte·d tci that· . transi tio.n. However, .the. · g;r-ain boundary decoupling 
_mod~l which SE1l1anee.k. posits does not, in· .it·self',· explain the differ-
. . 
. . . . ...._. 
en:ce in_.optical tran.smittance be·tweeri :po.led and thermally depoled 
material ·noted by O' Bry·af! and Mei t'zlerflO 'j • Because of this , it is ' 
-. . 
more likely tha:t "impurity" effects at the· grain· boun~a.ries · he.lp to 
, . 
.-expl·~in the grain siz·e ef·fect on this transition.· Note the obs.er-
" 
· vation that t:he transition grows Sf:La.rper as. grain size i.ncreases, or 
. !; 
as_ grain boundary volun1e. d~_cre~ses. Wher.i the grain bound~ volume is 
a less significant fraction .of t:P.e -:t·otal sample volume, the· s_a.mple 
I • 
.. ~ ... 
suffers its transition more as a homogenebus material. While the ., 




the only effect operative. 
Since entry- into the boundary .. ~,egion o.n·co.the- pha.iie. di.agram is 
il I 
·· , consistent in tenrperature with . the transition· noted, any model which 
. . . ' . ~ 
,. 
' ' ' ,fl 
,' d~als.rldtb. tlie nature··of the''boun&ary :region_ni11st be seriously con~::1 
., . 
• ..• -:~ • ~,,,,.,,..··~i:.·~' ~ ·~,, ... •• •• • M O ._• '"f O / 
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.. havior·., t~~- .cii_ss;j.pat.:ton· :f'a·ct·or shoµJ:d g.ec:r;easeT_2?]. Instead, ·it show$ 
t. 
. . ; .,, •: ' .• \ 
... 
. . ' . : 
. ) ' ' 




0·':'13:ryen· )nod.el· explains the ''p'enf'erroele.et:ric" .state as ctue to ~very • -- , • . , ·U' 
' 
1.ow:' .~pontane .. ot1s pqla.rt:z~tion. Results of the· _present study show that . 
I (' .,-.• _.;.:.. 
the: s:p·ontaneous. p·9lari;z'ation :.at the t:rkf?it·ton temperature· remains 
,, .t' ·; .. :,. . 
high. However, it mus·t. "bEf<:rem~mber~4 that to measure the : .. spontaneous 
p.olarization·, the sample :had., tq l:>~ .looped, or :-paled. 'If fi, field~ 
• 
. ,, ·· eI;tfo.rced "penf'erroelectr:tc·" to ferro~lectr_ic trans.·ft:ion"' t·ajces place, 






_eye-le· at wh.ich the ·mat.e;rial .. i-s fer.roe'.lec·tr'ic. The idea of: .a.· fi.e·1a-
. 
. 
~nforced transi t~pn.. ·in it·se·lf' is supported by the fact that ·.at ;higher 
't.emperatures ,. hi~e,~. fi.elds :ar~ r.equ.ired to achieve t·he ·ferroe:lectric 
.. \ 
~i' I - . I 
.. 
-pa.rt of' the loop .. See :·F$,gµre ·11. However,. the final tefst of' the 
1'penferroel:ctr·i:c'f ·a.na.. the. :antiterr.oelectric models li~s ·:tn careful 
x-ray work. _:Th~· d.etection ·o·f' e;uperlattice ef'f'ects ascribable to .the 
. 
. . . . . ~ . . existence o:f· domains would, ·by ·its rvery·--definit.i·~n, ,d~stroy the 
... 
"penferroele·ctric" model, .if. :such domaiµs were ·.found above the tran-
·,. 
. ' . 
sition te:ttlpe~.ature. ' .. 
. -- - ' · 0 . - . . O· ' . Tl;l.e · possibility ot the presence of 71 · .. and 109. domains in·· 
: .. ~ . ) ....... I.,;,; • 
'. 
H ~ 
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-ioo~c' tor -large grain sizes:.· Si~ce the 71 ° a.no. .109° domain possibili--~. . ' . 
-; _, 
-
·· · ·' ·-·ties· ma.y 1 only exist· for thes:·e grain sizes ,- the· abili t.r to . l1ne ·up 
more polarization ·vectors: cloaer to the· field directiozi ·i:s a· l_ogi·cal 
, .. 
. consequen.ce;' This wo~d_p'ermit' increased remanent polarizat'ion. 'rh:e 
. 
. int~rruptions ·:1~ ·the sides of the loops .f'or· th'e ::larger-grained samples ·., 
. . .. . ...... 
. . 
. . ·'.·: 
co'Uld then be- explained:_ in t·erm.s qt -:a..n. :~valanc:~e ... effect. Once· the ro-
. ; .- . 
tatioll 0£ tf:Le 180° walls nas proe~e.ded to a certain extent, 7l0 . and 
·• 0 
.. ·. 
. . 1.09 '. domains ·could ·be .nucleated ~t a certain fiel.d, re.sult.ing in the· 
I , 
J • 
interruptions. The· increasing a.pP,arerice .:of' the interrup~i.ons .with. 
.... ,· ';.; 
¥· 
' . mcreasing grain size is th'en explained by the increasip.g ·f're~·4olll J).t'. 
. • 
.: i 
"the. 71 ° ~d 109° walls·. to ·operate in tlle :rnaterial as ·th~. gr.~in s:ize 
' . ..... 
becomes ·1arger. The decreas·e :in E. ·· ·with ·±ncreas·±~g gr1:tin · si·ze e,rid . . 
. . e 
. . . . . 
~' . 
: ;-· .. 
. : 
:.~ . 
increasing temperature.J1s e.:;pl~:tne.d in ··the s·am~ way·, 71° -and ·109° . .\ . . 
.- . . 
. domains being easier to .n1.1.elea.te than revex-sed 1a0° .a.om.a.ins. The ' 
·-··· . 
• 
~ppe._ara.rt~e of the· pe .. ~ut .. ~haped loops: ~b9ve· tl:1e· t:ransition. temper-.. ,· .- . . 
. 
t:i.ture ' a.nd /;..e .. differ.e~e~ . between the po,;Led a.nd: the t:nerma.1.:ry 
" depoled dielect_ri.c· .. measurements .c:Em ·be ra.ti·onali-zed as well. Thermal 
·-
· depo li_ng _relieve;$ th.e' s:train loqkeq: into ·'the ·mat~ri·al during the pol-: 
ariz~ti.on PtOc¢·s:s.. The .71 ° and ·10·9° domains re;li-eve strain. In .. a •. 




relativ~ly strain-fre.·~ $:~lee, ther~ may be little dr:.iviµ·g: for·ce~· .. 
.• 
for such domains to be' fo.rmed.<i:'.ID!is. could be" the situation at el.evated ,,·r . 
• 
. .t"-l , 
:,. 
; 
.• . ( ;, ' : r • 
. , • ~- ''. 1• 1,r• · • . .· [' . temperatures, .or oti cool:.t.ng f.rom elevated tempera.tu.res... Thus th~. _:~3_ ·.
measurements for· pol~d, SlJ!;a.11-grained ~ter~al an<i.· ~or thermally· de~ . . . 
. . . . 
' . . ,e 
I 
... ,.. ~· .... 
I 
poled, l~ge-grained material, bear a Gl<!>se ··rese:rµ.blenc~. The 1~rge-. 
• 'I ·~ 
' . 
. -
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· grained mat.erial has· lost ~he ·mechanism whic~ help.ed diff'erentia.te · :i:ti· ·. 
from . the small_-grained material • 
Several of these models overlap. No- two ·are m"U,tually exclus:i ve ~ 
with the .e~ception of the· antiferroelectric and :"p·enferroelectric" 
which dift;e~ by definition. "It· is possible ·that one me~h~ism may_· be · .. -
. ' 
. . ' 
, . 
. ':. ,, ,, 
.· . . 
··primarily responsible ·:r.or a certain effect,· ~d that-another· -may 
. 
. 
operate at the · same time to intensify- that ~ffect. · Thus it is diffi-
' . . ' 
cult to est·ablish precisely'. ·ifuat the ·mechanism. .. responsible for a 
given ef'fec·t is. But the giain boundary- inho~ogen.eity mode:l "or·· 
'., .... ,,.- ·•·· 
. 
. Sa1aseak1:seems. to :t>e ruled out as· 'Si_ngularly- responsibl~ ,f'or t~e·· 
effects noted du~ to the opti~al behavior of t.he J>qled_· versus the· 
t.ll~.rmally .depo~Led tn.fl,.teria.l "· 
i 
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Room temperature poling conditions for theoretically. dense, : 
•. . $-' . ' - .. ·' . ---
". r' 
. 7 /65/35 PLZT material have been established in terms of , -~ · : ·- .. ',-
~-. 
~ · ;maximum applied field and grain diameter. 
0 ·. 
·&· • At _40 · C ,· -all_ .grain· 
. 
-
·diameters. are poled to· saturation on the applic:ation:.:-o:r a -field 
·' 
. ,of 20KV / cm. .,' .. 
,2. '·Tlle .dep~ndencies of hysteresis l9op parameters 011. temperature 
• 
. I 
~d grain diameter for PLZT-7·/65/'.35 material.have- be~n ·determined. 
3~ :Pr·operty. variations consistent wit·h a transit1.'on have. been ob-
•', ....... 
' . "I , , • 
'"' ,.. 1 
. :serve:d in PLZ'I' 7 /65/35 material over a temperature ·range n'ear ,.. ' 
100°-c,, .a t·emp~rat,ure well below ·the Curie temperature. The 
~ 
-~ 
:e.ffe·cts ., or ·to botn. 
' 
The'- effect of i~creasing grai_n'· di~eter is t·o sharpen the -
·transi.ti:on. This ~:f\f'ect o·~- ·grai:n :dilUD.eter may. be due to in- . 
ho~ogeneity dµe to a lanthanum :concentration: .. gradient at tne 
e;r~in boundaries, or to the i~cr~as·i_ng freedom, o; operation of' 
.. 
.. __.:... 
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APPENDIX I 
~ ELECTRICAL AND ELECTROMECHANICAL DATA 
' Heat Treating Time Grain % weigh~ Disk • 
' • 
:·k Temperatur.e oc (Minut~s) Dia. (µm) Change Number * ·p .... 
;. " . 
- 0 0.9 o· 1 0.55 
- 0 0.9 0 .. 5 0.58 
. 1100 480 1.5 1.·08 3 0.62 1100 1920 1.9 1.37 6 0.65 
- 0 l.O 0 7 o.49 
- 0 1.0 0 4 0.52 +1200 180 1~6 1..62 2 ,• ·· .. o.64 
+1200 480 2.0 1.79 5 o.63 '. 
6 0.65 ·+1200 1950 3.5 1.75 
--1200 6030 ·4.6 1.9-5 3 o.64, 
- 0 l~O 0 1 0~·51. 
+ 
- 0 l.O 0 4 0.57 1200 i.480 1.8 1.71 2 0.65 
+1200 1920 2 .9· l.94 3 o.66 +1200 6120 .4 .9 1.80 5 o.66 
~-
- 0 l.l 0 l 0.52 
- 0 1.1 0 4 0.55 
. 1250 480 
~-7 I 2.55. 2 0.65 1250 1920 4.4 i 2.41 5 o.64 ,. 
" * Disks numbered 3 and 4 originate from.the approximate center 
of the pressure-sintered slug, while disks numbered 1 and 7 
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